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STATEMENT BY HR. NILS HJELMTVEIT

Following is the text of the statement by Hr. Nils

Hjelmtveit, Norwegian Minister of Education, at a Press

Conference at the Ministry of Information at 35 P»ni* today

Last Tuesday, the 30th November, the Gestapo struck at the University

of Oslo. The students present and the whole academic staff were arrested

on that day in a rather sensational way. This event -was most conveniently

preceded byan intentional fire in the hall of the University three days before.

In accordance with a recognised well known pattern, this fire was used as a

pretext to bring into being drastic measures against the University, The

Gestapo chief, General Rediess, was the chief actor in this drama, and he

declared that, the students will be sent to Germany to a special camp. When the

University is closed, the professors arrested and the students deported, the

academic life of Norway will be paralysed.

You have all received a precise account of what happened, so it is

unnecessary for me to go into details here.

The University of Oslo is the only University in Norway comprising all the

faculties# There is, however, a number of Scientific Colleges of University

rank, which pass degrees of University standard, as for instance the Technical

University at Trondheim, Bergens Museum, The Agricultural scientific College,

The Scientific College of dentistry and a few others*
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The University of Oslo is a State University, but in our country this does not

in this case mean any restrictive control. In our- society it has always been

recognised that the university should be self-governed free' institution, and in

accordance with this view .the admittance ;to the university is open to everybody

who has passed the matriculation, examination* The expences are' covered by the

State, not by fees. In spite of the fact that the University of Oslo is a State

university, it has full academic freedom to an extent Which is probably more

consequently established, than at most, other universities.

The number of students was before. the" ,war somewhat more than 4,000 at the

University in Oslo, but it has "decreased’during the war to about 3>ooo, The students

come from ail parts of t.he .country and from all classes of Norwegian society and

especially with the great .increase-^of.'.the' 1, number of students during the last

generation it is safe to say, that ..the . students at the University give a

representative cross-section of the Norwegian Community.

No wonder that the professors, the' lecturers and the students have kept a firm

national stand in line with the 'Other Norwegian population during the occupation.

Apart from a few professors nominated by the Quislings only two out of ; nearly 100

professors are members of the' Quisling party, Neither could the very few Quislings

among the students exercise any influence of their own*
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Professor Winsnes and Professor Berger sen will give-you'some details of the

tension which arose between the German and Quisling authorities on one side and the

University on the-other, .and I will only emphasize'a few of the most significant

facts.

When martial law was declared for a week at Oslo in September, 1941, the

Principal of the University, Rector Seip was dismissed and arrested with two of

his colleagues. He was for a long time in a concentration camp in Germany. He is

still ‘n confinement there* As new Principal* ’'Prorector" was appointed Professor

Hoel, who was a member of the Quisling party and had been appointed professor by

the quisling Minister of Education. The official student organisations which still

were left, were nazified and a student leader was appointed, a member of the N.S.

quisling party. But he has always been a General without soldiers, ./hen the autumn

term 1942 started, a most important regulation was introduced for the medical students,

establishing preference for students who had volunteered in the fight against

Bolshevism, . This was in the most striking conflict with the principles which were

the bases of the University education, and in the conflict which immediately arose

the firm stand of the professors stopped the action at that time. But in this year,

the attack was renewed, and now the regulation was extended to make the admission to

the University depend upon the arbitrary decision of the Principal, who iz a nazi,

Here is the root of the present conflict*

It concerns the vital principle of the University, the liberty of entrance.

The Quisling authorities wanted to establish rules which intended to make it possible

to takw the political opinion of the candidates into account. The University

refused to compromise on this principle. The professors and the students have been

imprisoned because they upheld principles which must be self-evident in a free and

democratic society. In Norway these principles have gone without discussion and are

a very important part of the tradition of the University and of the Norwegian people.

Thus the last Norwegian institution which had been able to continue its work

without a too thorough control of the German or quisling authotities has been.,

brought into the foreground. The University has the whole time taken a firm

national stand and whenever its time of trial came, it took its place beside the

School, the Church and the Supreme Court. The University is now going through the

ordeal of the teachers in the spring of 1942 when 12-1500 teachers were arrested

and no less than 750 were sent on foroed labour to the North.
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In these dark days we salute with great satisfaction and pleasure

the strong reaction which has manifested itself in the other Nordic

countries against the Germans* Even in Denmark and Finland which

more or less arc under the same German heel as Norway there have been

spontaneous and strong protests against the German action. Just before

I left my office I got the information that the Icelandic students have

protested, demonstrating "before the Norwegian legation at Reykjavik. In

Sweden the reaction has found the clearest expression. Not only have the

academic circles and the students all over the country risen to protest and

demonstrate against the Germans, the whole Swedish people have made

known their sympathy with the Norwegian people in this matter. The stand

our sister-nations have taken have cheered the Norwegians who are outside

Norway and it has heartened and strengthened our fighting compatriots at

heme, especially those who have suffered personal' losses.

That which now has happened shows that the Nordic feeling of solidarity,

the spiritual kinship of the Nordic peoples, is a living reality. It has

survived the war and the bars which the occupation has set up between them,

and it will probably grow in strength and clarity through the present events*

we arc particularly released to observe that the Swedish Government in

its note to the German Government has used firm language. Through this

action the Swedish Government shows that it considers the Nordic feeling

of solidarity in cultural matters as something which imposes obligations*
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